
BMS Hawks Allstar Tournament 
  
Game 1 (10h15): BMS Hawks vs Ev. Schule Frohnau (25-47)  
For the third tournament this year, our BMS Hawks have entered the Allstar league in the Alba Berlin 
school competition. This showed in our first game. Frohnau had some seriously good players on the 
team and had a great start. The Hawks were trailing behind on points but put in their best effort to 
stay in the game. We were even able to catch up to a 2-point difference in the first part of the second 
half. The boys fought hard and put in their best effort, but Frohnau was just one step too high in the 
final minutes of the game.  
 
Game 2 (11h25): Nelson-Mandela Schule vs BMS Hawks (29-32)  
Our second game turned out to be a very interesting game for the BMS players. A good start got us in 
the lead, but our opponents showed some good resistance in their offensive play. This kept them on 
our tails throughout the game. With more sensible play and teamwork in the second half, our boys 
were able to keep the court clean. A lot more passing and moving shook off the opponents' defense 
and gave us some very easy baskets. Unfortunately, our defense was not always ready at this point in 
the game. But in the end, victory went to the BMS Hawks.  
 
Game 3 (13h10): BMS Hawks vs Primo-Levi Gymnasium (20-22)  
The last game of the day promised to be a killer game. We had played Primo-Levi in our very first 
tournament and lost. Although we knew it was a beatable team for us. This was a call for a good re-
match. Our boys took the lead at the start of the game, again through a very organized and well-
played passing and moving basketball set-up. We knew our defense had to be strong and tight to 
prevent them from scoring. Towards the end of the game, the score went up- and down on both 
sides, making it an ending with a lot of tension. Our BMS Hawks lost it in the last 15 seconds by only 2 
points.  
  
The BMS Hawks would hereby like to thank everyone who supported the team and make changes to 
their schedules for the players to be excused from academic classes and exams on the tournament 
days.  
  
A great effort from Yonathan, Balsa, Emil, Fritz, Roman, Victor and Wout to put BMS on the 
basketball map during this tournament.  
  
Coach Tom  
 


